
Featured Story
How to Navigate the New Summer Vacation

Last June, airports were chock-full of travelers, resorts boasted limited 
vacancy, and millions of Americans embarked on road trips to their 
favorite summer destinations. This year looks quite different, however, 
as COVID-19 has redefined the quintessential summer vacation. 
Not only have executive orders shut down beaches and community 
pools, but international protocols have greatly impacted the potential 
for travel.

As cruises remain docked and airlines fly at half capacity, you are likely 
inquiring about cancellations, refunds, and travel vouchers. Our Legal 
Plan provides fully covered services for nearly all consumer relation 
matters. Although much of the travel industry is hard at work to 
accommodate changes, we encourage you to seek 
legal counsel should you face violations in the terms 
of agreement outlined by travel insurance, 
cancellation or rebooking policies.
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#TrendingNow
What does Phase
One look like?

Something Different
Celebrate Great 
Outdoors Month

 Greet a Grower
It’s picking season! 
Farmers across 
the country have 
opened their 

cornfields, berry patches, and market stands 
to bucket-clad visitors. Support local 
farmers by loading your car with boxes full 
of fresh strawberries, blackberries and 
blueberries, or pre-assembled summer 
vegetable medleys. Shopping for produce 
from outdoor markets is also great 
alternative for those still hesitant to visit 
grocery stores. 

This Month's Edition includes:

       The New Summer Vacation

       Hackers Attack Hospitals

       Shopping Tips

       and much more!
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Please review the Legal Resources Master Plan Contract for a complete description of plan benefits.  Due to regulatory requirements, benefits and rates may vary by state.

Please contact our Member Services Department with any questions.
We look forward to serving you and your family.

Want to keep with Legal Resources on Social Media? Click the 
buttons below to follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter!

800.728.5768 info@legalresources.com
LinkedIn Facebook Twitter

*LegalSmart is presented by Legal Resources for educational purposes only.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT

CYBER CORNER
Healthcare organizations have become 
the number one target for cyber criminals, 
exposing private patient information and 
creating lapses in medical treatment. As the 
industry struggles to combat the physical virus, they also fall 
short in protecting themselves from software viruses spread by 
hackers.   

Without proper protection, hospitals are at risk of losing medical 
charts, billing information, and personal identifiable information 
for both employees and patients such as social security 
numbers, birth certificates, and credit card numbers. Our IDP 
Plan can help evade cyber-attacks and keep your personal 
information safe and secure.

Q:

A:

I worked with my Plan Attorney to design a will. 
I am interested in setting up a trust as well. Are 
trusts covered by my Legal Resources Legal Plan?

Yes! Although trusts are not included in the plan’s 
fully covered services, our expanded coverage 
policy allows for you to work with your Plan 
Attorney at a reduced cost of 25% off standard 
attorney fees for trust creation.

Frequently Asked Questions

Phase One

Phase One of the national campaign, 
Opening Up America Again, is the 
reopening we have all been waiting for. 
Its rules, regulations, and effective dates 
vary by state, but show promise of 
returning to our former ways. Restaurants 
are permitted to operate with reduced 
capacity and non-essential businesses can 
open their doors following social distancing 
regulations. 

Find out where your state stands here: 

https://abcnews.go.com/Business/
states-coronavirus-reopening-plan/
story?id=70565409

Celebrate Great Outdoors Month
June is Great Outdoors Month, paying homage to the remarkable 
trails, beaches, and mountains found throughout our national and 
state parks. Exploring nature not only boosts emotional health, 
but the U.S. economy as well. According to the Outdoor Industry 
Association, outdoor recreation grosses nearly $890 billion in 
consumer spending annually.

Looking for ways to participate? Here's how:

June 1 is National Trail Day, so lace up your hiking boots and hit 
the forested trails nearest you.
Go camping. Whether you pitch a tent in your backyard or at a 
full-service campground, embrace the outdoors by falling asleep 
beneath the stars.
Cast a line. Fishing is the ultimate outdoor experience and many 
parks allow recreational fishing in their catch-and-release ponds.
Clean up. It is our responsibility to ensure trails, parks and
waterways remain clear of clutter. On your next outdoor 
excursion, collect trash to do your part in preserving the beauty 
of natural areas.

DID YOU
KNOW?

#TrendingNow

Fewer commercial flights means inaccurate weather forecasting. 
Airlines are largely responsible for reporting weather data such as 
wind direction, speed, air pressure, temperature, and humidity. 
The World Meteorological Organization reports an average of 
800,000+ daily weather observations, but that number has 
decreased to nearly one quarter due to COVID-19.
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